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THE MULTICOLOUR SIZE-RAMSEY NUMBER OF POWERS OF PATHS

JIE HAN, MATTHEW JENSSEN, YOSHIHARU KOHAYAKAWA, GUILHERME OLIVEIRA MOTA,
AND BARNABY ROBERTS

Abstract. Given a positive integer s, a graph G is s-Ramsey for a graph H, denoted G Ñ pHqs, if
every s-colouring of the edges of G contains a monochromatic copy of H. The s-colour size-Ramsey
number r̂spHq of a graph H is defined to be r̂spHq “ mint|EpGq| : G Ñ pHqsu. We prove that, for
all positive integers k and s, we have r̂spP

k
n q “ Opnq, where P k

n is the kth power of the n-vertex
path Pn.

§1. Introduction

Given a graph H and a positive integer s, the Ramsey number rspHq of H is the smallest
number N such that any s-colouring of EpKN q contains a monochromatic copy of H. The existence,
for any graph H, of such an N follows from the celebrated Ramsey Theorem [27]. More generally,
given a graph G, one can ask if any s-colouring of the edges of G contains a monochromatic copy
of H. In view of this, denote by GÑ pHqs the property that any s-colouring of EpGq contains a
monochromatic copy of H. For recent advances in Ramsey theory we refer the reader to the survey
of Conlon, Fox and Sudakov [8]. One variant of Ramsey problems that has attracted the attention
of researchers started with a problem proposed by Erdős, Faudree, Rousseau and Schelp [14]. They
posed the question of finding the minimal number of edges a graph G can have with the property
that GÑ pHq2. Define the s-colour size-Ramsey number r̂spHq of a graph H to be

r̂spHq :“ mint|EpGq| : GÑ pHqsu.

Note that we have the trivial upper bound r̂spHq ď
`

rspHq
2

˘

for any graph H and Chvátal (see [14])
observed that this is in fact tight when H is a clique. An early object of study in the exploration
of size Ramsey numbers was the graph Pn, the path on n vertices. It is easy to show (e.g., using
the Erdős–Gallai Theorem [15]) that rspPnq ď sn and so for s fixed we have that r̂spPnq “ Opn2q.
Note that we trivially also have that r̂spPnq “ Ωpnq. Focusing on the case of 2 colours, Erdős [13]
offered $100 for a proof or disproof of the assertion that n ! r̂2pPnq ! n2. A couple of years later
Beck [2] claimed this prize by disproving the assertion and showing (in a probabilistic way) that
r̂2pPnq “ Opnq. In fact Beck proved the following density version: for any ε ą 0 there exists a
graph G with Opnq vertices and edges such that any subgraph of G containing an ε-proportion
of the vertices of G must contain a copy of Pn. An explicit construction of a graph with the
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same properties was given by Alon and Chung [1]. In particular, the existence of such graphs
shows r̂spPnq “ Opnq for any fixed number of colours s. It has recently been shown by Dudek and
Prałat [11] and Krivelevich [24] (see also [12]) that in fact

cs2n ď r̂spPnq ď Cs2plog sqn

for some absolute constants c and C. For the case s “ 2, after many successive improvements
([2, 5, 11,30] for the lower bound, [2, 6, 10,11,25] for the upper bound) the state of the art is

3n´ 7 ď r̂2pPnq ď 74n .

In light of these results, one might wonder whether r̂2pGq is linear for all graphs G with bounded
maximum degree and indeed Beck [3] proposed this very question. This question was subsequently
answered in the negative by Rödl and Szemerédi [29] who proved that there exists an n-vertex graph
H with ∆pHq ď 3 such that r̂2pHq “ Ωpn log1{60 nq. On the other hand, in [22] it was proved that
for any n-vertex graph H with maximum degree ∆ we have

r̂pHq ď cn2´1{∆ log1{∆ n,

where c is a constant that depends only on ∆.
For more results on the size-Ramsey number of bounded degree graphs see [9, 16–18,20,21]. See

also [4, 28] for related results in a digraph setting.
Given a graph H with n vertices and an integer k ě 2, the kth power of H, denoted Hk, is the

graph with vertex set V pHq where distinct vertices u and v are adjacent if and only if the distance
between them in H is at most k. In [7], it was proved that powers of paths have linear 2-colour
size-Ramsey numbers. Formally,

Theorem 1.1 ([7]). For any integer k ě 2,

r̂2pP
k
n q “ Opnq. (1.1)

In our main result, Theorem 1.2 below, we extend Theorem 1.1 to an arbitrary number of
colours, proving that the multicolour size-Ramsey number of powers of paths is linear, which
verifies [7, Conjecture 4.2].

Theorem 1.2. For any integers s and k ě 1,

r̂spP
k
n q “ Opnq.

Like Beck’s result for paths [2], our proof will be based on a probabilistic construction. But since
for k ě 2 the graph P kn contains triangles, we cannot hope for a density analogue of Theorem 1.2
as any graph G has a subgraph of positive relative density containing no triangles (e.g. choose a
max-cut of G).

Note that since Ckn Ď P 2k
n we have the following immediate corollary.

Corollary 1.3. For any integers s and k ě 1,

r̂spC
k
nq “ Opnq.
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There are significant obstacles to overcome in order to generalise the two colour result of Theo-
rem 1.1 to an arbitrary number of colours. For our proof, rather than searching for monochromatic
copies of the P kn directly, we proceed by finding a sequence of nested subgraphs using fewer and
fewer colours, each of which enjoys certain pseudorandomness properties. This process terminates
in a monochromatic pseudorandom graph in which we can embed P kn directly. We will phrase this
proof in terms of an induction on the number of colours.

In Section 2 we provide some auxiliary results needed for the proof of Theorem 1.2, which is
given in detail in Section 3. We omit floor and ceiling signs when they are not essential.

§2. Preliminaries

In this section we present some simple facts and then discuss the tools required in the proof of
our main result. Some notation and definitions that will be used throughout the paper are also
introduced. We start by defining standard notions of density in a graph. For a graph G and a
subset S Ď V pGq we define the density of S to be

dGpSq :“ epGrSsq

ˆ

|S|

2

˙´1
,

where epGrSsq denotes the number of edges in the subgraph of G induced by S. Given disjoint
subsets X, Y Ď V pGq, we define the density between X and Y to be

dGpX,Y q :“ eGpX,Y q

|X||Y |
,

where eGpX,Y q denotes the number of edges between X and Y . We omit the subscripts in the
above notation when the graph G is clear from the context.

The following basic statement will be useful.

Proposition 2.1. Let G be an n-vertex graph and let α, ε, f ą 0. Suppose that for all disjoint
subsets X, Y Ď V pGq with |X| “ |Y | “ αn we have dGpX,Y q “ p1˘ εqf . Then for all disjoint U ,
W Ď V pGq with |U |, |W | ě αn, we have

dGpU,W q “ p1˘ εqf.

Moreover if S Ď V pGq and |S| ě 2αn, then

dGpSq “ p1˘ εqf.

We will also need Proposition 2.2 below in the proof of Theorem 1.2.

Proposition 2.2. Let 2µ ď β ď α. If G is an αn-vertex graph such that there is an edge between
any two disjoint sets of µn vertices, then between any two disjoint sets of βn vertices there are at
least pβ2{2µqn edges.

Proof. Let X, Y Ď V pGq be two disjoint sets with |X| “ |Y | “ βn. Let X 1 Ď X be the subset of
µn vertices in X of least degree into Y . Note that |ty P Y : Npyq XX 1 “ ∅u| ă µn by assumption
and so epX 1, Y q ě pβ ´ µqn ě βn{2. It follows that the average degree of vertices in X 1 is at least
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β{2µ and so, by the choice of X 1,

epX,Y q ě
β2n

2µ ,

as required. �

We use the following version of Chernoff’s inequality, which is an immediate corollary of [19,
Theorem 2.1].

Theorem 2.3 (Chernoff’s inequality). Let 0 ă ε ď 3{2. If X is a sum of independent Bernoulli
random variables then

Pp|X ´ ErXs| ą εErXsq ď 2 ¨ e´pε2{3qErXs .

Theorem 2.4 below will be applied several times in our proof. Given a positive integer t, we say
that a t-partite graph is balanced if its t vertex classes have the same size.

Theorem 2.4 (Pokrovskiy [26, Theorem 1.7]). Let ` ě 1. Suppose that the edges of Kn are coloured
with red and blue. Then Kn can be covered by ` vertex-disjoint blue paths and a vertex-disjoint red
balanced complete p`` 1q-partite graph.

We shall also use the classical Kővári–Sós–Turán theorem [23], in the following simple form.

Theorem 2.5. Let k ě 1 and let G be a balanced bipartite graph with x vertices in each vertex
class. If G contains no K2k,2k, then G has at most 4x2´1{2k edges.

We use the following result to find a long path in a graph with pseudorandom properties.

Lemma 2.6 ([7, Lemma 3.5]). For every integer t ě 1 and every γ ą 0 there exists d0 ą 0 such
that the following holds for any d ě d0. Let G be a graph with dn vertices such that for every pair
of disjoint sets X,Y Ď V pGq with |X|, |Y | ě γn we have |EGpX,Y q| ą 0. Then for every family
V1, . . . , Vt Ď V pGq of pairwise disjoint sets each of size at least γdn, there is a path Pn “ px1, . . . , xnq

in G with xi P Vj for all 1 ď i ď n, where j ” i pmod tq.

§3. Proof of Theorem 1.2

3.1. Preliminaries and proof strategy. We start with a few definitions.

Definition 3.1 (Complete blow-ups). Given a graph H and a positive integer t, we denote by Hptq
the graph obtained by replacing each vertex v in V pHq by a complete graph with t vertices, denoted
by Cpvq, and by adding all edges between Cpuq and Cpvq for each uv P EpHq.

Definition 3.2 (Sheared complete blow-ups). Given a graph H and a positive integer t, we denote
by Httu a graph obtained from Hptq by removing a perfect matching from the complete bipartite
graph between Cpuq and Cpvq for each uv P EpHq.

Note that, unlike Hptq, the graph Httu is not uniquely defined. We will refer to the cliques Cpuq
as the t-cliques of Hptq or Httu.

We say a graph G is pseudorandom if it satisfies the properties described in Definition 3.3
below. In the proof of our main result (Theorem 1.2) we will prove that either we find the desired
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monochromatic power of a path in a s-coloured pseudorandom graph G or we obtain a sufficiently
pseudorandom subgraph H Ď G which is coloured with s ´ 1 colours. In the next definition we
describe the properties a graph must have in order to make the induction process work.

Definition 3.3. For positive numbers a, b, c, t, ε, n, let Ppa, b, c, t, ε, nq denote the class of all graphs
G with the following properties:

(i ) |V pGq| “ an.
(ii ) ∆pGq ď b.
(iii ) There exists fG ą 0 such that, for all pairs of disjoint subsets X, Y Ď V pGq of size cn, we

have dpX,Y q “ p1˘ εqfG.
(iv ) G has no cycles of length at most 2t.

In Definition 3.4 below we give a relation between the parameters a, b, c and ε which guarantees
that the family Ppa, b, c, t, ε, nq is non-empty for any positive t and large n (see Lemma 3.5 below).

Definition 3.4. A quadruple of positive numbers pa, b, c, εq is good if a ě 2c` 1, b ě 264a2ε´2c´2

and ε ă 1{10.

Lemma 3.5. If pa, b, c, εq is a good quadruple then for any positive integer t there exists a graph
G P Ppa, b, c, t, ε, nq for n sufficiently large.

Proof. Let pa, b, c, εq be a good quadruple and t a positive integer. Let G˚ “ Gp2an, pq be the
binomial random graph with 2an vertices and edge probability p “ 60a{pε2c2nq. Using Chernoff’s
inequality (Theorem 2.3), we see that the probability that there is a pair of sets X and Y with
size cn such that eG˚pX,Y q “ p1˘ ε{2qpc2n2 does not hold is at most

ˆ

2an
cn

˙2
¨ 2 ¨ e´pε{2q2pc2n2{3 ă

1
2 , (3.1)

where the above inequality follows from the choice of p and the fact that n is sufficiently large.
We now calculate the expected number Cď2t of cycles of length at most 2t in G˚. Let Ci be the

number of cycles of length exactly i, for any integer i ě 3. We have

EpCď2tq “
2t
ÿ

i“3
EpCiq “

2t
ÿ

i“3

ˆ

2an
i

˙

pi´ 1q!
2 pi ď

2t
ÿ

i“3

ˆ

11a
εc

˙2i
ď 2t

ˆ

11a
εc

˙4t
.

Then, from Markov’s inequality, we have

P
`

Cď2t ě 4t
`

11a{pεcq
˘4t˘

ď
1
2 . (3.2)

Since the sum of the probabilities in (3.1) and (3.2) is smaller than 1, there exists a graph G1 with
2an vertices that contains less than 4t

`

11a{pεcq
˘4t cycles of length at most 2t, and for every pair

of sets X and Y of size cn we have eG1pX,Y q “ p1 ˘ ε{2qpc2n2. Then, by removing fewer than
4t
`

11a{pεcq
˘4t edges from G1 we can destroy all cycles of length at most 2t. Since only a constant

number of edges were removed and n is sufficiently large, we obtain a graph G2 with no cycles of
length at most 2t such that eG2pX,Y q “ p1˘ εqpc2n2 for every pair of sets X and Y of size cn.
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By Proposition 2.1 and the fact that a ą 2c, we see that the density of the whole graph G2 is at
most p1` εqp, which implies that

|EpG2q| ď p1` εqp
ˆ

2an
2

˙

ď
264a3

ε2c2 n.

Repeatedly removing vertices of highest degree in G2 until an vertices are left, we obtain a subgraph
G Ď G2 such that ∆pGq ď 264a2ε´2c´2 ď b, as otherwise we would have deleted more than |EpG2q|
edges. Since deleting vertices preserves the property that pairs of subsets of size cn have the correct
density, this completes the proof of the proposition. �

Our strategy for proving Theorem 1.2 consists in proving the following.

Proposition 3.6. For all positive integers k and s, there exist positive integers r and t and a good
quadruple pa, b, c, εq such that if n is sufficiently large and G P Ppa, b, c, t, ε, nq then

Grttu Ñ pP kn qs.

Note that for any G P Ppa, b, c, t, ε, nq we have ∆pGq ď b by definition. It follows that, for every
fixed r, we have |EpGrq| “ Opnq and so

|EpGrttuq| “ |EpGrq|pt2 ´ tq ` an

ˆ

t

2

˙

“ Opnq.

Therefore, Theorem 1.2 follows directly from Proposition 3.6 and Lemma 3.5.
It remains to prove Proposition 3.6. We apply induction on s, the number of colours.

Lemma 3.7 (Induction Step). For all positive integers k, s, r and t ě 2 and a good quadruple
pa, b, c, εq, there exist positive integers R and T and a good quadruple pA,B,C, δq such that the
following holds. If n is sufficiently large and G P PpA,B,C, T, δ, nq, then in any s-colouring of
EpGRtT uq either

(i ) there exists a monochromatic copy of P kn , or
(ii ) there exists H P Ppa, b, c, t, ε, nq such that Hrttu Ď GRtT u and this copy of Hrttu uses at

most s´ 1 colours.

Lemma 3.8 (Base Case). For every positive integer k, there exist positive integers r and t ě 2 and
a good quadruple pa, b, c, εq such that, if n is sufficiently large and G P Ppa, b, c, t, ε, nq, then Grttu
contains a copy of P kn .

We now prove that Lemmas 3.7 and 3.8 imply Proposition 3.6.

Proof of Proposition 3.6. Let k be a positive integer. For s “ 1 the conclusion of the proposition
follows from the base case, Lemma 3.8. Fix any s ě 2 and assume the result holds for s´ 1 colours.
Let a “ aps ´ 1q, b “ bps ´ 1q, c “ cps ´ 1q, ε “ εps ´ 1q, r “ rps ´ 1q, and t “ tps ´ 1q be the
constants given by the inductive hypothesis. We will obtain parameters A, B, C, δ, R and T

such that pA,B,C, δq is a good quadruple and such that, for any graph G P PpA,B,C, T, δ, nq, any
s-colouring of GRtT u contains a monochromatic copy of P kn .

Let R and T and a good quadruple pA,B,C, δq be given by Lemma 3.7 applied with s, r, t
and pa, b, c, εq. Then, Lemma 3.7 implies that, for any G P PpA,B,C, T, δ, nq, every s-colouring
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of the edges of GRtT u either (i ) contains a monochromatic copy of P kn , or (ii ) there is a graph
H P Ppa, b, c, t, ε, nq such that Hrttu Ď GRtT u and the edges of Hrttu are coloured with at most
s´ 1 colours. In the former case we are done and in the latter case we apply induction to find a
monochromatic copy of P kn in Hrttu and hence also in GRtT u. �

It remains to prove Lemmas 3.7 and 3.8.

3.2. Proofs of Lemmas 3.7 and 3.8. Let us begin by establishing Lemma 3.8, the base case of
our induction.

Proof of Lemma 3.8. Let k be a positive integer and let r “ k and t “ k ` 1. Let pa, b, c, εq be a
good quadruple and let

G P Ppa, b, c, t, ε, nq,

where n is sufficiently large.
Applying Theorem 2.4 with ` “ 1, considering the edges of G as blue edges and the non-edges

of G as red, we may partition the vertex set of G with a path P and two sets X and Y of the
same size such that there is no edge between them. Since G P Ppa, b, c, t, ε, nq we must have that
|X| “ |Y | ă cn. Since |V pGq| “ an, and a ě 2c` 1, we have |P | ą pa´ 2cqn ě n. We may therefore
fix a path Pn “ pv1, . . . , vnq in G. By the definition of the kth power of a path, we have P kn Ď Gk.
We will finish the proof by embedding a copy of P kn in Gktk ` 1u.

Given a vertex v P V pGq, Cpvq denotes the pk ` 1q-clique in Gktk ` 1u that corresponds to v.
Suppose that for some 1 ď ` ă k, we have embedded a copy of P k` in Gktk ` 1u where V pP k` q “
tw1, . . . , w`u and wi P Cpviq for i “ 1, . . . , `. By the definition of Gktk` 1u (Definition 3.2), each of
the k vertices w`´pk´1q, . . . , w` is adjacent to all but one vertex of Cpv``1q. Since |Cpv``1q| “ k`1, we
may thus find a vertex w``1 P Cpv``1q such that w``1 is adjacent to each of w`´pk´1q, . . . , w`. Then,
the vertices w1, . . . , w``1 induce a copy of P k``1 in Gktk ` 1u where wi P Cpviq for i “ 1, . . . , `` 1.
Therefore, starting with any vertex w1 in Cpv1q, we may obtain a copy of P kn in Gktk`1u inductively,
which proves the lemma. �

It remains to prove Lemma 3.7. First we give a sketch of the proof. Let G be a pseudorandom
graph (see Definition 3.3) and consider an s-colouring χ of a sheared complete blow-up GRtT u of a
power of G. We shall prove that either GRtT u contains the desired monochromatic power of a path,
or there exists a pseudorandom graph H such that a sheared complete blow-up Hrttu of a power
of H appears as a subgraph of GRtT u and is coloured with s´ 1 colours. (We also need that H
should be pseudorandom with suitable parameters, but let us forget such technicalities for now.)
The proof will involve several graphs and, to keep track of the relationship among these graphs, the
reader may find it useful to refer to Figure 1.

We start by noticing that, if T is large, each T -clique Cpvq of GRtT u contains a large monochro-
matic clique by Ramsey’s theorem. Also, at least a 1{s fraction of these monochromatic cliques
have the same colour, say blue. Let us write Bpvq Ď Cpvq for such blue cliques. Then we consider
J Ď GR induced by the vertices v such that Cpvq contains a monochromatic blue clique Bpvq. We
next consider an auxiliary tblue, greyu-colouring χ1 of the edges of J : the edge tu, vu P EpJq is

7



P kn GRtT u, χs

Pn J, χ1blue,grey GR

blue

blue

Claim 3.9

induced

Hrttu

H 1 Ě H2 Ě H P P GRtT u, χs

J 1 J, χ1blue,grey GR

J2 G

no blue edges (Claim 3.13)

grey (Claim 3.12)

V pJ 1q“V pJ2q

induced

induced

Figure 1. The several graphs appearing in the proof of Lemma 3.7. The two
diagrams correspond to the two alternatives in the proof (that is, whether or not J
contains a blue Pn). The hooked arrows are inclusions (to be more precise, subgraph
or induced subgraph containment) and the two-headed arrows are the natural
projections. A dashed arrow from X to Y means that Y is defined in terms of X.
Finally, χs is the s-colouring χ given to GRtT u by our adversary, and χ1blue,grey is an
auxiliary tblue, greyu-colouring χ1 of J 1, as discussed in the proof sketch.

coloured blue if there is a blue copy of K2k,2k under χ in the bipartite graph induced between the
blue cliques Bpuq and Bpvq in GRtT u, and colour tu, vu grey otherwise.

We next prove that if J contains a blue Pn, then GRtT u contains a blue P kn (see Claim 3.9). Then,
assuming that J does not contain a blue Pn, we obtain a multipartite graph J 1 Ď J with no blue edges
and we prove that the subgraph J2 of G induced by V pJ 1q contains 2an grey paths Q1, . . . , Q2an

each with t vertices. We then consider an auxiliary graph H 1 on V pH 1q “ tQ1, . . . , Q2anu with
QiQj P EpH

1q if and only if there is an edge between the vertex sets of Qi and Qj in G. We obtain a
sparse subgraph H2 Ď H 1 by choosing edges of H 1 uniformly at random with a suitable probability p.
Then, successively removing vertices of high degree, we obtain a graph H Ď H2 which satisfies
Ppa, b, c, t, ε, nq (Claims 3.10 and 3.11). It will remain to find a copy of Hrttu in GRtT u with no
blue edges. It turns out that it suffices to find a grey copy of Hrttu in J (Claim 3.13). Finally, the
existence of such a copy of Hrttu in J is guaranteed by Claim 3.12. In what follows, we expand on
this outline and give a detailed proof.

Proof of Lemma 3.7. Let k, s, r and t ě 2 be positive integers and let pa, b, c, εq be a good quadruple.
Let d0 be obtained from Lemma 2.6 applied with t and γ :“ 1{p2tq. Put T 1 “ b2rkt2k and define
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constants A, B, C, R, T and δ as follows.

A “ 2d0pa` 1qst, C “ min
"

1
2st ,

ε2c2

240a

*

, R “ tr, δ “
ε

2 ,

B “
264A2

δ2C2 and T “ ssT
1

.

(3.3)

Note that pA,B,C, δq is a good quadruple. Suppose G P PpA,B,C, T, δ, nq for a sufficiently
large n (such a G exists by Lemma 3.5) and let χ : EpGRtT uq Ñ rss be an s-colouring of the edges
of GRtT u.

Using the bound rspKmq ď ssm on the multicolour diagonal Ramsey numbers (see, for example, [8]),
we see that each of the T -cliques in GRtT u contains a monochromatic clique on precisely T 1 vertices.
Without loss of generality, at least a 1{s fraction of these monochromatic subcliques are blue. Thus,
we have a collection of blue cliques tBpwq : w PW Ď V pGqu for some subset W Ď V pGq where

|W | ě
|V pGq|

s
“
An

s
. (3.4)

Consider the graph J :“ pGrW sqR and give the following 2-colouring χ1 to the edges of J : colour
the edge tu, vu P EpJq blue if there is a blue copy of K2k,2k under χ in the bipartite graph between
the blue cliques Bpuq and Bpvq in GRtT u, and colour the edge tu, vu grey otherwise.

The next claim shows that the existence of a blue Pn in J (under the colouring χ1) implies the
existence of a blue P kn in GRtT u.

Claim 3.9. If J contains a blue copy of Pn under χ1, then GRtT u contains a blue copy of P kn
under χ.

Proof. Suppose that pw1, . . . , wnq is a blue copy of Pn in J under χ1. Then, for every 1 ď i ď n´ 1,
there is a blue copy of K2k,2k between Bpwiq and Bpwi`1q in GRtT u, with, say, vertex classes
Xi Ď Bpwiq and Yi`1 Ď Bpwi`1q. As |Xi| “ |Yi| “ 2k for all 2 ď i ď n ´ 1, one can obtain sets
X 1i Ď Xi and Y 1i Ď Yi such that |X 1i| “ |Y 1i | “ k and X 1i XY 1i “ ∅ for all 2 ď i ď n´ 1. Let X 11 “ X1

and Y 1n “ Yn.
We will show that the set U :“

Ťn´1
i“1 X

1
i Y

Ťn
i“2 Y

1
i spans a blue copy of P k2kn in GRtT u. Note

first that |U | “ 2k ` 2kpn ´ 2q ` 2k “ 2kn. Let u1, . . . , u2kn be an ordering of U such that, for
each i, every vertex in X 1i comes before any vertex in Y 1i`1 and after every vertex in Y 1i . By the
definition of the sets X 1i and Y 1i , each vertex uj is adjacent in blue to tuj1 P U : 1 ď |j ´ j1| ď ku.
Then, U contains a blue copy of P k2kn, which contains a blue copy of P kn as claimed. l

By Theorem 2.4 (with blue edges of J as one colour class and the rest of the pairs as the other
colour class), we may partition the vertex set of J into at most t´ 1 vertex-disjoint blue paths and
a vertex-disjoint grey balanced (not necessarily complete) t-partite graph J 1 whose vertex classes we
denote by V1, . . . , Vt.

By Claim 3.9, a blue copy of Pn in J would finish the proof, so we may assume that no blue path
in J has length n. Recalling that A “ 2d0pa` 1qst, we have

|V pJ 1q| ě |V pJq| ´ pt´ 1qn ą An

s
´ tn ě d0 ¨ 2atn , (3.5)
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where for the penultimate inequality we used (3.4) recalling that V pJq “W . Moreover, since J 1 is
balanced, we have

|Vi| ě |V pJ
1q|{p2tq . (3.6)

Let J2 :“ GrV pJ 1qs, and note that whereas J and J 1 are subgraphs of GR, J2 is a subgraph of G.
Since J2 is an induced subgraph of G and G P PpA,B,C, T, δ, nq, we know from (iii ) that for every
pair of disjoint sets X,Y Ď V pJ2q with |X|, |Y | ě Cn we have |EJ2pX,Y q| ě 1.

Note that V pJ2q “ V pJ 1q and recall that d0 is the constant obtained from Lemma 2.6 applied
with t and γ “ 1{p2tq. By (3.5), (3.6) and the fact that C ď a (so that Cn ď γ ¨ 2atn), we may
apply Lemma 2.6 to conclude that J2 contains a path P2atn on px1, . . . , x2atnq with xi P Vj for all i,
where j ” i pmod tq.

Let us split this path P2atn into consecutive paths Q1, . . . , Q2an each on t vertices. More precisely,
we let Qi :“ pxpi´1qt`1, . . . , xitq for i “ 1, . . . , 2an. The following auxiliary graph plays an important
role in our proof:

Let H 1 be a graph on V pH 1q “ tQ1, . . . , Q2anu such that QiQj P EpH 1q if and only if

there is an edge in G between the vertex sets of Qi and Qj .

Claim 3.10. H 1 P Pp2a, tB,C, t, δ, nq.

Proof. We verify the four conditions of Definition 3.3. Since H 1 has 2an vertices, condition (i ) holds.
Since ∆pGq ď B and for any Qi P V pH 1q we have |Qi| “ t (as a subset of V pGq), there are at most
tB edges in G with an endpoint in Qi. Then, ∆pH 1q ď tB, so that condition (ii ) holds.

To show that condition (iii ) holds we need to prove that there exists fH 1 ą 0 such that, for
all pairs of disjoint subsets X, Y Ď V pH 1q of size Cn, we have dH 1pX,Y q “ p1 ˘ εqfH 1 . Let
X,Y Ď V pH 1q be disjoint subsets both of size Cn. Without loss of generality let X “ tQ1, . . . , QCnu

and let Y “ tQCn`1, . . . , Q2Cnu. Let XG “
ŤCn
j“1Qj Ď V pGq and YG “

Ť2Cn
j“Cn`1Qj Ď V pGq. Since

|XG| “ |YG| “ tCn and t ě 1, we have

|XG|, |YG| ě Cn. (3.7)

Then, since G P PpA,B,C, T, δ, nq, there is exists fG ą 0 such that

eGpXG, YGq “ p1˘ δqfG ¨ ptCnq2.

Since G P PpA,B,C, T, δ, nq, there is no cycle of length at most 2T in G. It follows that there is at
most one edge between any pair Qi, Qj Ď V pGq else we create a cycle of length at most 2t ď 2T in
G. It follows that

eH 1pX,Y q “ eGpXG, YGq “ p1˘ δqfG ¨ ptCnq2, (3.8)

and thus
dH 1pX,Y q “ p1˘ δqfG ¨ t2 . (3.9)

So (iii ) follows by letting fH 1 “ t2fG.
It remains to verify condition (iv ). Recall that any vertex of H 1 corresponds to a path of on t

vertices in G. Thus, a cycle of length at most 2t in H 1 implies the existence of a cycle of length
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at most 2t2 in G. Since 2T ě 2t2 and G has no cycles of length at most 2T , we conclude that H 1

contains no cycle of length at most 2t, which completes the proof of Claim 3.10. l

Observe that, since t ě 2, equation (3.7) also holds if X and Y are subsets of V pH 1q with
|X| “ |Y | “ Cn{2. Therefore, (3.9) holds for such subsets, from where we conclude that for any
pair of subsets X 1, Y 1 Ď V pH 1q with |X 1| “ |Y 1| “ Cn{2 we have eH 1pX 1, Y 1q ě 1. Then, by
Proposition 2.2 applied to H 1 with α “ 2a, β “ C and µ “ C{2, we have

eH 1pX,Y q ě Cn for any pair X,Y Ď V pH 1q with |X| “ |Y | “ Cn.

Together with (3.8) and the choice of C, we obtain (recalling that fH 1 “ t2fG)

fH 1 ą
1

2Cn ě
120a
ε2c2n

. (3.10)

Claim 3.11. There exists H Ď H 1 such that H P Ppa, b, c, t, ε, nq.

Proof. We first obtain H2 Ď H 1 by picking each edge of H 1 with probability p “ 120a{pε2c2fH 1nq

independently at random. Note that (3.10) guarantees that p ă 1.
For disjoint subsets X,Y Ď V pH2q of cardinality cn we have:

EpdH2pX,Y qq “ p1˘ δqfH 1 ¨ p .

Therefore, using the union bound and Chernoff’s inequality (Theorem 2.3), we see that with
probability at least

1´
ˆ

an

cn

˙2
¨ 2 ¨ e´pε{3q2fH1pp1´δqc2n2{3 , (3.11)

every pair of sets of size cn in H2 has density in the range p1˘ ε
3qp1˘ δqfH 1 ¨ p. Using that (3.11) is

positive from our choice of p and that p1` ε
3qp1` δq ď 1` ε and p1´ ε

3qp1´ δq ě 1´ ε, we may fix
H2 Ď H 1 such that

dH2pX,Y q “ p1˘ εqfH 1 ¨ p ,

for all disjoint subsets X,Y Ď V pH2q of size cn.
Note that by Proposition 2.1, it follows that

|EpH2q| ď p1` εqfH 1p
ˆ

2an
2

˙

ď
264a3n

ε2c2 ď abn ,

where the last inequality follows from the fact that pa, b, c, εq is a good quadruple.
We construct H from H2 by sequentially removing the an vertices of highest degree. Since H2

has at most abn edges we cannot have removed more than this many when creating H and so H
has maximum degree at most b. Since H is a subgraph of H 1, and H 1 does not contain cycles of
length at most 2t, the same holds for H. Finally, since deleting vertices preserves the property that
pairs of subsets of size cn have the correct density, we conclude that H has property Ppa, b, c, t, ε, nq
as required. l

Recall that J “ pGrW sqR is the Rth power of the subgraph of G induced by the vertices of a subset
W Ď V pGq with |W | ě An{s, where there is a collection of blue cliques tBpwq : w PW Ď V pGqu in
our original colouring χ of GRtT u (see the beginning of the proof of Lemma 3.7).
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Without loss of generality assume that V pHq “ tQ1, . . . , Qanu. Furthermore, recall that Qi “
pxpi´1qt`1, . . . , xitq for i “ 1, . . . , an, where the vertices xi belong to J2 “ GrV pJ 1qs. In what follows,
when considering the graph Hrptq, the t-clique corresponding to Qi is composed of the vertices
xpi´1qt`1, . . . , xit, and hence V

`

Hrptq
˘

Ď V pJ2q Ď V pJq.

Claim 3.12. Hrptq Ď J . Moreover, J contains a copy of Hrttu that is monochromatic in grey.

Proof. We will prove that Hrptq Ď J where Q1, . . . , Qan Ď V pJq are the t-cliques of Hrptq. Suppose
that Qi and Qj are at distance at most r in the graph H. Without loss of generality let Qi “ Q1

and Qj “ Qm for some m ď r. Moreover, let pQ1, Q2, . . . , Qmq be a path in H. Note that there
exist vertices u1, . . . , um´1 and u12, . . . , u1m in GrW s such that u1 P Q1, u1m P Qm, uj , u1j P Qj for all
j “ 2, . . . ,m´ 1 and tui, u1i`1u is an edge of GrW s for i “ 1, . . . ,m´ 1.

Let u11 P Q1 and um P Qm be arbitrary vertices. Since for any j, the set Qj is spanned by a
path on t vertices in GrW s, it follows that uj and u1j are at distance at most t´ 1 in GrW s for all
1 ď j ď m. Therefore, u11 and um are a distance at most pt´ 1qm` pm´ 1q ă tr ď R in GrW s and
hence u11um is an edge in J “ pGrW sqR. Since the vertices u11 and um were arbitrary, we have shown
that if Qi and Qj are adjacent in Hr (i.e., Qi and Qj are at distance at most r in H) then pQi, Qjq
gives a complete bipartite graph BpQi, Qjq in J . Moreover, taking i “ j we see that each Qi in J
must be complete. This implies that Hrptq is a subgraph of J .

For the second part of the claim we consider what colours the edges of this copy of Hrptq in J
can have. Recall from the definition of J 1 that we found vertex subsets V1, . . . , Vt Ď J such that
any edge of J lying between different parts must be grey. Moreover each set Qi Ď J takes precisely
one vertex from each set V1, . . . , Vt. It follows that each Qi must span a monochromatic grey clique
in J . For the edges between Qi and Qj , let x P Qi and y P Qj . If x and y lie in different parts of
the partition tV1, . . . , Vtu then the edge tx, yu must be coloured grey. If x and y lie in the same part
then we cannot determine the colour of tx, yu. In other words, all edges between Qi and Qj are
grey except for possibly a matching. We can therefore find a monochromatic grey copy of Hrttu in
our copy of Hrptq in J , which completes the proof of Claim 3.12. l

To complete the proof of Lemma 3.7, we will embed a copy of the graph Hrttu Ď J found in
Claim 3.12 in GRtT u in such a way that Hrttu uses at most s´ 1 colours.

Claim 3.13. GRtT u contains a copy of Hrttu with no blue edges.

Proof. Recall that each vertex u in J corresponds to a clique Bpuq Ď GRtT u of size T 1 “ s´1 logs T
and that this clique is monochromatic in blue in the original colouring χ of EpGRtT uq. Recall also
that if an edge tu, vu in J is coloured grey in our auxiliary colouring χ1, then there is no blue copy of
K2k,2k in the bipartite graph between Bpuq and Bpvq in GRtT u. By the Kővári–Sós–Turán theorem
(Theorem 2.5), there are then at most 4T 12´1{2k blue edges between Bpuq and Bpvq. Recall further
that Bpuq and Bpvq are, respectively, subcliques of the T -cliques Cpuq and Cpvq in GRtT u. Since
tu, vu is an edge of J , there is a complete bipartite graph with a matching removed between Cpuq
and Cpvq in GRtT u and so there is a complete bipartite graph with at most a matching removed
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for Bpuq and Bpvq. It follows that there are at least

pT 1q2 ´ T 1 ´ 4pT 1q2´1{2k

non-blue edges between Bpuq and Bpvq.
Using the grey copy of Hrttu Ď J obtained in Claim 3.12 as a ‘template’, we will embed a copy

of Hrttu in GRtT u with no blue edges. For each vertex u P V pHrttuq Ď V pJq we will pick precisely
one vertex from Bpuq Ď GRtT u in our embedding. The argument proceeds by the Lovász Local
Lemma.

For each u P V pHrttuq Ď V pJq let us choose xu P Bpuq uniformly and independently at random.
Let e “ tu, vu be an edge of our grey copy of Hrttu in J . As pointed out above, we know that there
are at least T 12 ´ T 1 ´ 4pT 1q2´1{2k non-blue edges between Bpuq and Bpvq. Letting Ae be the event
that txu, xvu is a blue edge or a non-edge in GRtT u, we have that

PrAes ď
T 1 ` 4pT 1q2´1{2k

pT 1q2
ď 5pT 1q´1{2k.

The events Ae are not independent, but we can define a dependency graph D for the collection of
events Ae by adding an edge between Ae and Af if and only if e X f ‰ ∅. Then, ∆ :“ ∆pDq ď
2∆pHrttuq ď 2pbr`1t` t2q. Given that

4∆PrAes ď 40pbr`1t` t2qT 1´1{2k ď 1

for all e, the Local Lemma tells us that P
“
Ş

e Āe
‰

ą 0, and hence a simultaneous choice of the xu’s
(u P V pHrttuq) is possible, as required. This concludes the proof of Claim 3.13. l

The proof of Lemma 3.7 is now complete. �
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